Descriptive Summary

Title: UCSC Banana Slug collection
Dates: 1985-2013
Collection number: UA 79
Collector: UCSC Special Collections
Collection Size: 1 flat
Repository: University of California, Santa Cruz. University Library. University Archives
Santa Cruz, California 95064
Abstract: Contains items with trademark UCSC Banana Slug, and information on the history of the Banana Slug as UCSC campus mascot.
Physical location: Stored in Special Collections & Archives: Advance notice is required for access to the papers.
Languages: Languages represented in the collection: English
Access
Collection open for research.
Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. Literary rights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to publish or to reproduce the material, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.
Preferred Citation
UCSC Banana Slug collection. UA 79. University Archives, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz.
Acquisition Information
Initial collection by Special Collections & Archives with gifts from Peter Blackshaw, 1991; Bernt Wahl, 1988; David Morris, 1988; David Cohen, 2013.
History
A history of the Slug mascot can be found in the UCSC Newscenter article
Title: "As the slug rises: Once subversive, UCSC's beloved mascot turns 25"
Date: 6/10/2011
Scope and Content of Collection
This small collection contains items with the trademark UCSC Banana Slug, and information on the history of the Banana Slug as campus mascot.
Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog. University of California, Santa Cruz
Sports team mascots--Social aspects--United States


box-folder 1:1 Pre-History of the UCSC Slug logo - David Cohan, 2013
box-folder 1:2 History of the UCSC Banana Slug mascot - Peter Blackshaw, 1991
box-folder 1:3 Integrated circuit with Slug Logo, photos - designed by David Morris, Joel DeWitt, Riten Sheth for VLST Design, 1988
   2 photos - ua079_pho_009-010, 1988
   8 copies of chip in case - ua079_obj_001, 1988
   Snapshots - ua079_pho_001-008, 1985-1986
box-folder 1:5 Publicity concerning UCSC Banana Slug, 1985-2011
box-folder 1:6 Articles about the banana slug (Ariolimax dolichophallus), 1985-1992
box-folder 1:7 "Club Slug" T-shirt, Porter College Orientation - ua079_obj_001, 1986
box-folder 1:8 Paste up of "Fiat Slug", copyright by MR - ua079_gra_002 1986
box-folder 1:9 "An Edifying Essay upon Slugs Considering Divers Horrible Beasts Wherein is Described Their Fozy Flesh, Their Fetid Feasting, Their Purposes, & Their Peccadillies" by Devil's Advocate Press 2001